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We are using education as a lens for understanding rapid urban change
and accompanying social change. The school is used as a setting to help
us understand how children and their parents manage and navigate
friendships and relationships across social class and ethnic difference in
super-diverse setting .
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The schools were chosen using official data which indicated ethnic
mix and % who are awarded Pupil Premium (Free school meals
being a proxy indicator of relative poverty). We also looked at
inspection reports and used local knowledge to identify schools
with class and ethnic mix.
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We carried out observations of the area around the schools. Two of
our key areas for observation was the degree of ethnic mix and the
degree of gentrification in each locality to ensure we had picked
localities with a social class and ethnic mix.
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1. Class acts as a divisive factor


Factors described by parents as making homophilly attractive/easy include:

Shared feelings of attachment to home country (political, cultural, social,
religious, linguistic)

Shared experiences of migration & norms around sociality

Idea of similar ‘cultural references’ & social references

Ease of trust with those ‘similar’ to you - also recognition by a number of
parents that they live in a diverse neighbourhood with no diverse friendships



Tied into the playground encounter is the idea of ‘taking the first step’. Here some
parents blame themselves for not doing this (time, awkwardness), others blame the
other parents (‘cliques’, other languages being spoken).

2. Both inside and outside school, children act as tools/catalysts to facilitate such mixing:
birthday parties, having friends over, discussions in the playground are all ways in which contact
is facilitated and ‘opportunities’ are created.
3. ‘Friendships of arrangement’ refers to relationships centred around facilitating the children
socialising.
‘Nodding relationships’ is taken from Granovetter M. (1973) The Strength of Weak Ties American
Journal of Sociology
Vol. 78, No. 6, pp. 1360-1380
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 Lorna is an example of one of the relatively small number of parents who
had made deep friendships through school with others unlike themselves
–an’ enabler’ (see slide 9)
 Lorna’s quote indicates various layers of friendship, from a deep
friendship with a middle class Muslim mother of South Asian origin,
through a lighter friendship (with Jordan’s mum, a Black British woman)
to ‘nodding relationships’.
 Lorna also notes that there is a group of white middle class parents who
live in the Gate from whom she feels quite separate, despite the fact that
those are the parents with whom she might be expected to have quite a
lot in common with. Lorna self- ascribes as ‘lower middle class’ and
positions the Gate parents as being from another middle class fraction.
 Within the mixed friendships, individuals discussed openness and feeling
comfortable to ask questions about the other’s life, differences etc.
without causing offence. Also open attitudes and desire to learn.
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We can see here the role of school in offering opportunities for adult
friendship and in many cases generating those friendships.
The friendships are, as we have already noted, of different levels of
intensity.
The school is an important site in generating atmospheres of
belonging..
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 Class acts as a more divisive factor than ethnicity.
 Some environments facilitate more mixing that others- parks,
cafes, schools.
 Time pressures mean that it is difficult for some parents to engage
in school activities and to form friendships.
Reference: Wise A (2009) Everyday multiculturalism: Transversal crossings and
working class cosmopolitans.
In: Wise A and Velayutham S (eds) Everyday Multiculturalism. London: Palgrave,
pp.21–45.
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 We identified Elif as one of our enablers. (Although categorised as
working class here in England, Elif grew up in a professional middle
class household in Turkey)
 By contrast, Elizabeth describes trying to facilitate social connections
with others not like herself as an effort, both laborious, and anxietygenerating.
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1) Children’s friendships are not as ephemeral as often imagined by adults. Friendships are very important to
the children and contain incidents of conflict and pain as well as enjoyment and pleasure. They valued loyalty
highly. Friendships were mixed across ethnicity, and to a lesser extent, class.
2) Social diversity was experienced as commonplace by the children: ethnic, religious and linguistic diversity
was understood as a normal part of social life and as not something particularly special.
 Adults tended to offer ‘narratives of social invisibility’ where the children were concerned - that
differences are not important, not seen by the children. Hunter at al (2012) , also note that this argument
is often applied to children, and that it speaks to the notion of pre-teen children are ‘innocent’ , they are
assumed not to see difference, and not give it any social significance. The children however did see social
differences, and made reference to income differentials between families, and religious differences.
3) Putting together the children’s individual ‘ maps’ (socio-grams) of their friendships gave us maps of the
social networks within the classroom. It was possible to identify particular groups based on gender, class,
religion, disability. More mixing across ethnicity than other dimensions of difference. Targeted and consistent
adult intervention lead to more mixing across disability. Shared classroom culture was a source of
commonality and bonding, and meant that the different groups were not completely fixed but were fluid.
4) Spaces of friendship: mixing inside the classroom was not always replicated outside the classroom. There
was evidence of parental management of children’s out of school friendships
5) Children’s identities were fluid and dynamic. For example, children often identified with particular aspects
of their identity in different contexts allowing them to develop affective relationships with a range of peers.
(Weller 2010).

References: Hunter, A., Friends, C., Williams-Wheeler, M. & Fletcher, A. (2012) Race, class and religious differences in
the social networks of children and their parents, Youth & Society 44 (3): 450-475.
Weller, S. (2010) Young people's social capital: complex identities, dynamic networks, Ethnic & Racial Studies, 33, 5: 872888.
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 Clive had made a principled choice of his local school, Junction, and was very
supportive of the school. In the quote above, he explains why choosing a school in
one’s local community is important.
 The second and third quotes are reflective of the significant minority of parents
(10 out of 46 parents made a clear statement to this affect) who felt they could not
trust parents they did not know well with their children.
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